Palaeolithic & Quaternary Seminar Series

Hilary 2019

When: Thursdays, 5-6 pm
Where: Lecture Room, Institute of Archaeology (36 Beaumont St.)

W2: 24 January
**Welcome Back Drinks @ Red Lion Pub**
*Join us to catch up on your current research on Palaeolithic and Quaternary themes over an informal pint!*

W3: 31 January
**Dr. Frido Welker** (Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology)
*TBA*

W4: 7 February
**Dr. Sigrid Staurset** (University of Oxford)
*TBA*

W5: 14 February
**Dr. Francis Wenban-Smith** (University of Southampton)
*MIS 7, the "Ebbsfleet Interglacial": sub-stage structure and recognition in the UK record*

W6: 21 February
**Dr. Robert Hosfield** (University of Reading)
*TBA*

W7: 28 February
**Mr. Benjamin Utting** (University of Cambridge)
*TBA*

W8: 7 March
*TBA*
*TBA*

Contact Charly Burnell (charlotte.burnell@arch.ox.ac.uk)
or Katelyn Farrants (katelyn.farrants@linacre.ox.ac.uk)
Find us on Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/palquat/)
and Twitter (@PalQuatOxford)